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                   Automating Telemetry Tracking Systems
                                     Operational Tests

                                                 Moises Pedroza
                                                     WSMR, WSMR NM

                                                                 Abstract

Automating Telemetry Tracking Systems Operational Readiness Tests is a concept that
was introduced at White Sands Missile Range in the early 1980’s. The idea was to
determine the condition of a Telemetry Tracking System in a reliable manner in a short
time as possible. A series of RF and Servo Tests designed to determine the condition of a
Telemetry Tracking System was implemented using HP BASIC.
The latest personal computers are faster and have more storage capacity plus the
capability to be programmed in higher level languages such as C/C++ and LabView. This
technology makes it easier to automate system tests.  Many of these tests need to be
conducted just prior to supporting a mission. Some tests are required to be performed on
mobile systems after moving the system from one location to another, especially if the
move was over long distances and rugged terrain. Tests such as G/T are conducted before
each mission because it yields accurate information on the Figure of Merit, or, System
Sensitivity.  Noise Figure Measurements are more difficult to perform to determine the
System Sensitivity since modern RF Subsystems have pre-amplifiers with Noise Figures
of less than 1.0 dB.
The “down-sizing” of personnel increases the possibility of failure in mission support
scenarios due to the many critical readiness tests needed to assess the Telemetry Tracking
Systems. Also, conventional test methods can be time consuming and are subject to
human error.
This paper describes four critical tests that have been automated to improve reliability of
the test data and decrease the amount of time required to conduct the tests. The “C/C++”
language was used to write the automation programs.  More tests will be automated later.
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                                                            Introduction
Telemetry Tracking Systems are the first in line to support a mission. Their function is to
receive the telemetry data from the moving object and relay the data to a central location
where the data is decommutated, displayed in real time, and/or recorded. The received
data must be of the highest quality such that the reproduction of the data is as much



identical to the radiated data as possible. To achieve this level, it is important to ascertain
the tracking system readiness.

                                                          Automated Tests1

                                         General Purpose Interface Board (GPIB)
Whether you program in “G” (Graphical, LabView) or any other high level language, you
must have a GPIB or some type of interface. The header files you use depend on how you
will write the program. Specifically, any C/C++ program with an GPIB Interface require
that you add the following header files:
#include <windows.h>  to define some basic types
#include “decl-32.h”      to define the variables, constants, and functions to control the
GPIB.
This means you must include the decl-32.obj file that does not reside on your normal
C/C++ Include header files. You must choose from VC++ the path where decl-32.h
exists. You must also select the path where decl-32.obj exists to allow the program to link
and therefore generate the .exe file.

                                                       G/T Measurements
Receiver Sensitivity is characterized by its “Figure of  Merit”: The “Figure of Merit” or
“Goodness of the system” is a ratio of Antenna Gain to effective System Noise
Temperature (G/T).
Individual measurements of Antenna Gain (G) and System Temperature(T) are needed
but are unwieldy and inconvenient to make. For example, Antenna Gain measurements
require a separate standard gain horn antenna and a far-field antenna range. The range
must be free of multipath. Another possible problem is that there could be a mismatch
between the source and the receiving antenna.
For an accurate System Temperature measurement, a Hot/Cold load is required. This
procedure requires extreme caution handling liquid nitrogen. Also, using a solid-state
noise source yields poor accuracy.
Direct G/T measurements can be made without having to measure the antenna gain and
the system temperature separately. Automating this test ensures that the measurement can
be made on cloudy days with assurance that the antenna is centered on the sun.

                                        Requirements for G/T Measurements
The G/T measurement is a Y-Factor measurement of the Telemetry Receiving System
with the following equipment: Telemetry Tracking System with a parabolic receiving
antenna, Power Meter (or RMS Voltmeter), and Receiver i-f output.
The Y-Factor is a power difference measurement of the celestial noise source and the
“cold sky”. Figure 1.0 depicts the power measurement setup using the sun as the celestial
noise source. The elevation angle between the receiving system and the sun should be
between 30 degrees and zenith with respect to the horizon. Measurements can be made at
lower elevation angles but with the possibility of increased error due to ground clutter.



A Personal Computer (PC) is programmed to conduct the following steps.
1.0 Point the antenna to a position of the “cold sky” to prevent any interference while
performing a Noise Floor measurement. The Noise Floor measurement establishes a
reference value for allowing the tracking system to enter the Autotrack mode and to
determine the receiver I-f linearity.
2.0 Freeze the AGC to maintain a constant AGC level. This is the key to measuring the
noise power level from the celestial source and the cold sky.
3.0 Rotate the antenna to the celestial source. The software program should calculate the
angles to the sun (AZ/EL) from any geodetic coordinates.
4.0 Make a power level measurement and store the data.
5.0 Rotate the antenna at least 300 away from the celestial source and make a power level
measurement.
6.0 Calculate the G/T value. This is determined using the equations below.

1.0 Atmospheric Attenuation Correction (K1)

                           K1 = 10 Ag/(10*sin(αα))                                                      (1)
Where
             Ag = total zenith attenuation in dB
                       Ag = 0.03 for L band
                       Ag = 0.035 for S-Band
                       (See: Reference CCIR,”Attenuation by atmospheric gases”, CCIR Study
                        Group Report 719,1978 )
Alpha (α)  = Elevation Angle to the sun

2.0 Beamwidth Correction Factor (K2)

                      K2 =  (1 + 0.18*(0.53/HPBW))2 )2                                  (2)

3.0 Solar flux Correction (S)

                      S = (S2695/  S1415) SP    * S1415 * 10-22                               (3)

                      SP = Log10 (F0 / 1415) / Log( 2695/1415)                       (3a)

Where
            F0 = Test Frequency in MHz
            S1415 = Solar flux at L- Band       
            S2695 = Solar flux at S-Band

S olar flux units: Watts/Meter2/Hz

4.0 G/T = 10*Log10 (8*ππ  * K1*(Y-1)*K2 / (S*λλ 2))



Y = numeric equivalent value of (on sun) power reading and (off sun) power reading

These equations are easily programmable on a PC.

                                   Swept Frequency Amplitude Test (SFAT)
This test allows you to see the frequency response for the operating band(s) of the RF-
Subsystems. The information yields the status of the RF Subsystem A conventional test
procedure requires removal of the Feed Assembly Unit from the reflector to access the
RF Subsystem. The measurement is conducted in a Laboratory environment by injecting
a signal at a given level and writing down the frequency and Power Meter gain readings
(or Spectrum Analyzer). The tedious repetition can cause human errors.  Also, you risk
misaligning the Feed Assembly Unit at the focal point every time you remove and replace
it.
You can program the frequency step increments in any detail you want, as long as the
signal source can be incremented in the desired steps. The automated test takes little time
and includes the system line losses up to the multicoupler. The data is recorded on hard
disk to be analyzed immediately or later. Figure 2.0 depicts the test setup.

                                               Makeshift Antenna Patterns
Antenna Pattern Measurements are tedious. Not everyone has the “perfect antenna range”
to conduct these tests. Many times it isn’t necessary to conduct true antenna patterns. If it
were, we definitely would go to a certified antenna range. In the interim, when a mobile
system is moved over rough terrain, or there is suspicion of multipath, allow the project
you are supporting to radiate their true signal level. This means using the actual radiating
antenna and antenna pattern at the EIRP. Rotate the tracking antenna CCW or CW any
given amount of degrees in azimuth away from the source. Allow the PC to measure the
gain read from the receiver. The response will be indicative of the signal strength level
and any possible multipath. This test requires you to read the gain from the tracking
receivers versus angular position. You can evaluate the “goodness” of your location and
decide of it meets your criteria for a good site.
This automated test allows you to plot the results immediately.  Figure 3.0 depicts the test
setup.

                                        Tracking Error Gradient (TEG) Test   
The Tracking Error Gradient Test is one of the most important system measurements. If
the tracking feed is a multi-band feed, this measurement is more critical. This is due to
the fact that the error gradient is different for different frequency bands. If the gradient is
set wrong, the antenna can lag or lead the target you are tracking in the automatic
tracking mode. Eventually the error generated will exceed the limits of the system and
cause the system to lose lock.
The Tracking Error Gradient measurement is conducted in the following steps:
1.0 Allow the antenna to autotrack the source.
2.0 Read and store the azimuth and elevation angles.



3.0 Place one of the axis (Example: Elevation) on Standby to prevent it from moving in
that axis.
4.0 Rotate the Antenna in azimuth (CCW or CW) to the outer limit of linearity of the
Tracking Error Gradient. (Example: TEG = 1 Volt/Degree). The antenna would be
rotated 2 degrees from the autotrack center, CCW. The antenna is then rotated CW in
increments of 0.1 degrees to the opposite limit. At each stop, have the computer store
signal strength measurements of the tracking error voltage from of the Tracking Error
Demodulator or Receiver AM Output.
5.0 Plot the results and determine the Gradient.
The increments can be a source of errors in reading the output voltage. Automating the
steps takes the operator out of the loop. The measurements can be done very effectively
by a PC and plotted immediately with the Gradient determined. See Figure 4.0. If the
Gradient is wrong, you can calculate the numerical correction value and set the correct
value.

                                                             Conclusions
The comparison between conventional test procedures and automation leaves no doubt
that the Automated Test Procedures (ATP) are by far better and less prone to errors. The
argument can be made that the ATP is only as good as the programming. Once you debug
the software, the ATP is by far the best way to go. The speed and accuracy of the ATS
measurements outweigh convention test procedures.
The G/T test is the best method for determining System Sensitivity.
The Swept Frequency Amplitude Test gives you a record of the frequency response of the
RF system.
The “Makeshift Antenna Pattern Test” is not a recommended procedure for accurate
antenna pattern measurements. It does however allow telemetry personnel to automate
“ideas” that previously were too laborious or time consuming to perform.
The Gradient test is a must for accurate autotrack performance.
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